N-BRIGHT Espace

« How to manage clients and projects »
Session summary

- Overall presentation of the DNN module
- Main features
- Features in details
- Using the module / Online demo
Overall presentation

- The module was designed to improve, within a small business:
  1. internal communication
  2. external communication
  3. project management
  4. finances
Main features of the software

• The Dashboard
  http://bit.ly/1v60FiU
• The Admin tab
  http://bit.ly/1orTxf6
• The Client tab
  http://bit.ly/REGj0o
• The Finance tab
  http://bit.ly/1lA7y71
In more details...

- Internal admin and setup
• Clients and prospects
• Internal tasks management
• Project management

![Project Management Screen Shot]

- Project Ref: PR300006714
- Friendly Name: Sun shining
- Manager: Magalie
- Test URL: test.bluesky.com
- Live URL: www.bluesky.com
- Deposit Not Paid
- Closed

- Total Hours: 2
- Overall:

![Urgency Status Bar]

- Urgent
- Waiting for client
- Proceeding
- On Hold
- Completed

![Project Description]

- Project Description: Bilingual bespoke website

- Comments to Client: We are waiting for validation of the sitemap submitted on 10/05/14 to start the graphics.

- Internal Notes: Sitemap submitted for validation on 10/05/14

- Start Date: 10/05/14
- End Date: 30/05/14
- Act. End Date: 
- Duration:

- Invoice Amt: 4,500.00
- Hourly Rate: 100.00
- Allocated Hours: 45
- Current Hourly Rate: 2350
- Allocated Costs: 20
Online demo

• This way please...

http://espacedemo.nbrightproject.org/Demo
Available

• Documentation is starting!
  Please, don’t hesitate to contribute...

• This way:
  https://nbrightespace.codeplex.com/documentation
Thank you for your attention!

Available to discuss this further...

Cathy Lee - NEVOWEB

cathy@nevoweb.com

Internet Multimedia